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sealed in a book
preliminary observations on
the newly found anthon transcript
danel W bachman

among the many fascinating and problematical stories of early
church history is the anthon transcript episode the outline of that
story is generally understood by both latter day saints and non
latter day saints interested in mormon history following joseph
smiths reception of the gold plates from the angel moroni in
september 1827 persecution increased forcing the smiths to move
to harmony pennsylvania the home of ofjosephs
josephs wife emma where
the couple initially found the peace and quiet required to begin the
translation joseph tells us that while in harmony he spent his time
from december 1827 to february 1828 copying the characters off
the plates and that he transcribed a considerable number and
translated some with the aid of the urim
arim and Thum
mim sometime
thummim
in february martin harris a farmer and a benefactor of joseph
smith visited the smiths at harmony one source says that martin
came to harmony in obedience to a revelation 2
martin obtained a copy of some of the characters from joseph
smith and took them to new york for evaluation his account of this
trip is sketchy but historians believe he visited at least three important scholars luther bradish dr samuel mitchill and professor
charles anthon professor anthon at columbia college is the only
1

danel W bachman is an instructor at the logan institute of religion at utah state university
an earlier version of this article was presented 1 may 1980 at the mormon history association convention at
canandaigua new york
bejus christ of
day saints ed B H roberts and
joseph smith jr history odthe
jesus
22nd cd
larrer jay
ed
latter
of the church ofjesus
of hesus
oflatter
reva
rev
1951 119 20 hereafter cited as HC
19321951
rev77 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932
paul R cheesman
an analysis of the accounts relating to joseph smiths early visions M A
thesis brigham young university 1965 appendix D p 131
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one who concerns us because he left the only known description of
the document martin harris exhibited 3
until recently historians have had only one manuscript copy and
two printed versions before 1845 of this document to work with the
manuscript copy see figure 1 owned by the RLDS church came into their possession at the turn of the century through the heirs of
david whitmer who owned it along with a manuscript of the book
of mormon students of this document have been puzzled because it
does not fit Ant
hons description yet without a better document
anthons
anthens
most scholars have been content merely to question Ant
hons
anthons
anthens
memory or motives or to ignore the problem altogether most have
assumed that the whitmer text was the original david whitmer
thought that it was
but in april 1980 a new document was
discovered that challenges that priority 4
the two published versions of portions of the document martin
harris took to new york both appeared in 1844 the first version is a
broadside or placard printed in gold on black stock exhibiting three
lines of characters see figure 2 among the few known copies of this
version are two copies in the LDS church archives and a copy in
special collections harold B lee library brigham young university A statement in the hand of thomas bullock written on the back
of the broadside in the church archives reads 1844 placard stick of
joseph this was formerly owned by hyrum smith and sent to the
historians office march 22 1860 by his son joseph fielding
smith 5 what appears to be the pencil signature of mary fielding
smith who died in 1852 is also on the back the title of the broadside reads the stick ofofjoseph
ofephraim
joseph taken from the hand of
ephraim A
correct copy of the characters taken from the plates of the BOOK OF
was translated from6
froma the same that was taken to proMORMON
fessor anthon of new york by martin harris in the year 1827 sic in
fulfillment of isaiah 2911 12
this placard contains characters
of the earlier manuscripts and on
martin harriss trip to the east see his the anthon transcript people primary sources and problems
brigham young university studies 10 spring 1970 325 52 1 I1 cannot read a sealed book improvement
era 60 february 1957 80 82 104 106 and charles anthon and the egyptian language improvement
era 63 october 1960 708 10 765
mormon and the anthon were originals the
413avid
avid whitmer thought both manuscripts the book of ofmormon
avld
book of mormon manuscript proved to be the printers copy and if the present discovery is the original anthon transcript as this paper asserts then he did not possess the originals he thought he did for details about
church see frederick M smith to john A widstoe
RIDS
the donation of the whitmer manuscript to the RLDS
rios
9 may 1941 quoted in ariel crowley about the book ofmormon
ap 9 10
np 1961 pp
of mormon idaho city idaho ap
5
ofjesus christ of latter day saints
joseph broadside library archives of the church ofjesus
the stick ofofjoseph
salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives and special collection harold B lee library BYU provo utah see also kimball
the anthon transcript p 347
the punctuation here is confusing but the sense is A correct copy of the characters taken from the
an example of how the
plates the book of mormon was translated from the same that was taken
punctuation can be misleading can be seen in Kim
balls reproduction with an insert of the word ofafter
kimballs
0 after the
3stanley kimball has provided excellent research on the background
astanley
stanley

word plates ibid
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which are on the hofmann document but not on the whitmer text
the broadside most likely was published in early december 1844
by samuel brannan editor of the the prophet a church owned
newspaper in new york city the following announcement appeared in the prophet on 14 december 1844
we

have published a very neat specimen of the original characters or
hieroglyphics that were copied from the plates which the book of mormon was translated from and were presented by martin harris to professor anthon for translation we have been to some trouble in having it en graved sic by mr strong one of the most skillful engravers in
the city of new york those who wish to obtain a copy to preserve as a
memorial can procure them by applying to the prophet office new

york

7

the second version was published on 21 december 1844 by brannan in the prophet see figure 3 it duplicates the same three lines
the placard but the last half of the third line is inverted or upside down and backwards the text printed with the
characters on the broadside was also printed in this second version 8

of characters

as

THE DISCOVERY

hofmann a student at utah state
university and a collector of
Smith iana
lana and other mormon materials
ofsmithiana
smithiona
smithiana

in early march

1980 mark

acquired a 1668 cambridge edition of the bible from a gentleman in
Hofmanns interest in the book was aroused by the
hoffmanns
salt lake city hofmanns
fact that the owner said he had purchased it from catherine smith
salisbury s granddaughter who lived in carthage illinois in the
mrs salisbury was joseph smiths sister and her grand1950s
daughter was mrs mary hancock who assisted cecil mcgavin in the
hoffmanns
Hof
preparation of his volume on the smith family 9 hofmanns
manns interest
was further excited by evidence in the bible that it was a smith family
ithe prophet new york
the prophet new york

december 1844
21 december 1844 the conclusion that the placard was the source for bran
nans reproduction was first suggested by kimball the anthon transcript p 347 and is here based on a
comparison of the texts the symbols are very similar but of particular note is the unique feature that both
documents break off reproduction of the characters of the hofmann and whitmer texts in the middle of
documents
line three after the L shaped character and skip over to the fifth column and include the characters beBran nans version as is noted in the text later inverts this portion
brannann
tween the vertical rectangle and the circles brannans
which comprises the last half of line three
ae
9e
E cecil mcgavin the family ofjoseph
pp 96 97 on
of joseph smith salt lake city bookcraft 1963 ap
27 june 1980 mark hofmann visited dorothy dean of carthage illinois the daughter of mrs hancock in
an attempt to verify the purchase miss dean was very helpful in checking a handwritten ledger kept by her
mother orsome
ofsome
odthe
of some ofthe
of the sales transactions miss dean did find an entry for 13 august 1954 that fits the descripeother
tother
tion she provided photocopies of the ledger page and a written affidavit to mr hofmann concerning the
transaction dorothy dean affidavit 29 july 1980 original in possession of mark W hofmann copy in
possession of author
supposition of some smith family members in carthage is that catherine smith salisbury inherited the
bible from lucy mack smith the author speculates that the document may have been given to mother
smith by joseph as part of her museum collection and thus was in her possession and became part of
14

catherines inheritance
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heirloom the front flyleaf has several initials written on it which ap1I S
inserted in the
and perhaps J S
pear to be S S
center of the bible is a handwritten copy of the entire book of amos
with the signature of samuel smith at the endio see figures 4 and 5
hoffmanns
Hofmanns supposition was that this samuel was either the great
hofmanns
grandfather or the great great grandfather of the prophet joseph

smith
although the bible was purchased in march the document in
question was not discovered until 16 april 1980 As mr hofmann
leafed through the bible on that day he noticed two pages at the
beginning of proverbs were partially stuck together the leaves were
open only along their top edges his wife doralee noticed a separate
piece of paper appeared to be pocketed between the pages mr hofmann carefully separated the pages and removed the paper
it appeared to be a normal sized page folded in fourths with
elike substance holding the document together at the
gluelike
some black glu
folds and sticking it to the pages of the bible 11 the paper was folded in such a way that the signature of ofjoseph
joseph smith jr could be seen
on the outside when the paper was removed from the bible the
paper broke at the middle fold to avoid the risk of damaging the
document further mr hofmann took it the next day to the office of
AJ simmonds curator of the utah state university special collections and archives who helped him separate the glued edges 12
shortly thereafter the document was brought to my office and we
arranged to have dean jessee an expert on joseph smiths handon friday 18 april dean jessee gave a
writing examine it
joseph
preliminary opinion that it seemed to have the features of a ajoseph
smith holograph by tuesday 22 april 1980 he was confident
the bible is presently housed in the church archives vault
othe
finding the joseph smith document ensign july 1980 p 73 this
mark william hofmann
wark
scaling wax or something else perhaps we may
author is uncertain whether the black substance was glue or sealing
off when the paper is
never know for don schmidt church archivist said that the substance will be cleaned offwhen
deacidified
12jeff
jeff simmonds who assisted mr hofmann in opening the document the day after it was removed from
the bible has left an erroneous impression in his published account of the matter he said
the paper was
carefully folded and one end had been tipped in to the binding originally it was so glued that it could be
easily folded out but over the years the glue which had been used to insert the book ofamos
odamos
of amos pages into the
binding had oozed through the stitching and had solidly welded the free end of the inserted page to the
A historians
glued end making a neat little package
being there at the moment of discovery
zalley 5 may 1980 p 33.
herald journalvalley
dream hera4djournall
Journal valley
however simmonds was not with hofmann when the document was removed and apparently was not
odthe
odthe
aware that the glued side was not in the spine ofthe
of the bible but in the middle ofthe
of the page there is no evidence
in the bible or on the document itself that glue from the re binding seeped out and caused the edges of the
document or the pages of the bible to be sealed examination of the document shows that the two edges of
the paper were intentionally sealed however whether they were glued into the bible intentionally or
whether over the years the glue from the document eventually adhered to the pages of the bible is not certain
at present evidence seems to suggest that the latter is the case it is not likely that someone would ruin an
heirloom simply to preserve the document moreover the glue was not stuck along the entire edge of both
the document and the page in the bible it was stuck only at certain points where it appears there was an excess of glue
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enough to provide a written declaration which said 1 I have carefully
and conclude that it is a joseph
inspected the document
ajoseph smith
holograph 13
meanwhile mr hofmann was concerned about the preservation
authentication and housing of the manuscript as well as handling
the growing publicity and speculation on tuesday 22 april he
showed the manuscript to several general authorities including the
first presidency of the church and decided to loan it to the church
and to leave it in the custody of the LDS church archives on monday 28 april at a press conference in the conference room of the
church historical department the announcement of the discovery
was made

description

OF THE DOCUMENT

the hofmann manuscript

see figure 6 is a single sheet that
measures 11 14 by 7 78 inches side one contains characters arranged in five vertical columns the symbols in the first four columns
are large carefully drawn and quite legible the fifth column is
unique with a long vertical rectangle enclosing two parallel rows of
characters smaller than those in the previous four columns below
the characters are several intricately drawn figures and below these are
concentric circles characters occupy the space between the outer and
inner circles and fill the four compartments of the inner circle the
fifth column ends with a small horizontal rectangle filled with
characters
A handwritten note signed by byjoseph
joseph smith on the reverse side of
the document see figure 7 reads as follows
dilligently
gently coppled by my own hancaractors
actors were dilli
these car
d from the plates of gold and given to martin harris who took them to
new york citty but the learned could not translate it because the lord
would not open it to them in fulfillment of the propscy
propsky of isaih written

lith verse 14
judging by the style and shape of the letters the note was written
with a quill pen or an equivalent the paper and ink seem to be of a
vintage similar to the original book of mormon manuscript owned by
the church they also match the description of the whitmer text
owned by the RLDS
RIDS church 15 the ink has seeped or bled
in the 29th chapter and

statement 22 april 1980 original of statement in possession of mark W hofmann
copy in possession of author
4manuscript of book of mormon characters hereafter referred to as hofmann document original in the
manuscript
church archives vault copies in possession of the author 1I am indebted to mr hofmann for allowing me to
quote from and use this document
15smith
smith to widstoe 9 may 1941 in crowley about the book ofmormon
ap 9 10
of mormon pp
31ean
dean jessee
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through the paper from one side to the other but not so as to greatly
hinder the readability of the text chemicals in the paper and the
glue have discolored both the manuscript and the bible 16 discoloration and fading have made the joseph smith note difficult to read
apparently the manuscript was in the bible for decades it is brittle
and in danger of breaking into fourths at the folds
EVIDENCE THAT IT IS THE ORIGINAL ANTHON

transcript

in addition to paper ink and script comparisons there are other
indications that the document is authentic and is the original anthon transcript that martin harris carried from harmony pennsylvania to new york in the spring of 1828
foremost is dean
jessees
deanjessees
jesses
Jes sees judgment of the handwriting of the
joseph smith note among the details that are characteristic of
joseph smiths handwriting jessee has noted
1
the signature appears to be authentic
2 there are typical misspelling of words such as caractors
caractors
coppiced
cop pied
propscy
prop scy and isaih
coppled
coppied
citty propsky
3 there are unique separations of words at the end of a line for
example the word han
handd at the end of the first line
4 there is a characteristic formation of certain letters and
words

there are

also distinctive pen lifts done out of habit as the
writer moved his hand across the page 17
second the document corresponds closely with charles Ant
hons
anthens
anthons
5

description professor anthon wrote two accounts of martin harriss
visit both accounts are in general agreement and both contain
descriptions of the document martin harris showed him the first account was written to E D howe 17 february 1834
this paper

was in fact a singular scrawl

it consisted of all kinds of

crooked characters disposed in columns and had evidently been
prepared by some person who had before him at the time a book congreek and hebrew letters crosses and
taining various alphabets
flourishes roman letters inverted or placed sideways were arranged in
perpendicular columns and the whole ended in a rude delineation of a
circle divided into various compartments decked with various strange
marks and evidently copied after the mexican calender sic given by

discoloration of the pages in proverbs has left a distinct outline of the position of the transcript in the
bible during the last several decades this is perhaps another important evidence for the authenticity of the
document as it would be difficult to forge the discoloration in the bible
17nis
this list was compiled by the author from notes taken in several conversations with dean jessee during
the meetings involving the discovery evaluation and public announcement of the document
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figure 7 note written by joseph smith
on reverse side of the hofmann document
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humbolt but copied in such a way as not to betray the source whence it
was derived

in

18

1841 professor

anthon wrote the second account to the reverend

TW coit
the

characters were arranged in columns like the chinese mode of
writing and presented the most singular medly
gedly that 1I ever beheld
greek hebrew and all sorts of letters more or less distorted either
unskilfulness
unskilful
ness sic or from actual design were intermingled
through unskillfulness
with sundry delineations of half moons stars and other natural objects
and the whole ended in a rude representation of the mexican zodiac 19

the hofmann manuscript and the anthon descriptions coincide

first characters are arranged in vertical or perpendicular columns
as

hons mexican zodiac or mexican
anthon notes second Ant
anthons
anthens

calendar matches the circle in the lower right corner of the hofmann
sheet third there are more flourishes and roman styled letters
on the new document than on the whitmer text in fact a cursory
look at the whitmer text gives the general impression that numerous
characters are arabic numerals this is not the case with the hofAnt hons critical eye certainly would
mann manuscript professor anthons
anthens
have caught this impression had he been looking at the whitmer
script 20
also noteworthy is the phrase plates of gold in the joseph
altar of stone
smith note phrases such as plates of brass
it river of water
and plates of gold are found throughout the
book of mormon 21
another phrase contained in the note which bears on the genuineness
eness of the manuscript is diligently copied
uin
the hofmann
document appears to have been executed with much greater care than
used in any of the other three sources there is a marked deterioration
of quality in the whitmer text and the two published versions individual characters often lack detail particularly in the reproduction
of the smaller and more dense characters from the fifth column in
the hofmann document note the hash marks at the top and bottom
3 shaped figures in both columns in the
and the dots within the T
vertical rectangle at the top of the fifth column compare also line

invaded

sic
sia
sla
charles anthon to eber D howe 17 february 1834 quoted in E D howe mormonism unvailedsic
unvaded
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville ohio published by author 1834 pp
ap 271 72 incidentally B H roberts took some editorial
jesus christ oflatter
liberty in reproducing these quotes in A comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
of larrer
latter day
of jeras
18 18charles

brigham young university press 1965 1100 101
charles anthon to the rev T W coit 3 april 1841
1841 quoted in john A clark
oark gleanings by the way
dark
philadelphia WJ andjk
ap 232 38
andja simon 1842 pp
20note
note that charles A shook did notice this about the whitmer transcript see charles A shook
cumorah revisited cincinnati standard publishing company 1910 pp
ap 12 13
see 1 nephi 27 514 813 1922 221 and 30 2 nephi 42 and mosiah 2127 2811
set
saints century

1

6 vols

provo
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five of the whitmer text with the hofmann manuscript the last two
five and all of line six of the whitmer text
rive
or three characters in line give
correspond to the symbols within the four compartments of the inner
circle in the hofmann manuscript
much detail is lost in the
whitmer text not to mention loss in elegance and style in the
see figure 88.
characters themselves

77

from columns

A
4

Z

5

and 6 of the hofmann document

K

i y
from line

5

5

f

of the whitmer text

figure

8

equally clear is the elimination of the clustering of characters so
obviously noticeable in the hofmann text in addition to the constellations created by the rectangles circles and compartments of the
circle there seems to be an intentional grouping of symbols in the
first four columns in the first column for instance one can see five
perhaps six sets five or six in column two four in column three and
two or three in column four these groupings have been ignored in
the whitmer text and the published versions these groupings may
prove to be critical to the translation process
finally several complex or compound characters in the hofmann
text have been transformed in the other versions into two or three and
sometimes more individual characters three examples stand out
first the third character in the second column is clearly a unified
symbol in the hofmann manuscript but is dismembered into four
535
555
355
335
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compare characters three
separate elements in the other sources
through six in line two of the whitmer text and the same in the

74r&

I1

whitmer text

hofmann document

published versions A second example is the butterfly shaped figure
in column three just above the center fold of the hofmann
manuscript in the whitmer text this figure has less detail and has
been divided into three elements that look like the number 206 if
the 2 and the 6 were moved over and attached to the 0 the figure

A
s

i

whitmer text

hofmann document

would more nearly match the hofmann version A third example includes the series of elegant symbols between the vertical rectangle and
the circle in column five these are not reproduced at all in the
whitmer text but they are in line three of the printed versions see
figure 99. the graceful symbol at the top has been segmented into
three or four parts in the hofmann manuscript the F shaped
character above the long horizontal line with the nine hash marks
below it is attached to that line forming one large figure however
in the published versions it is split into two this series is upside
jet
prophet
down and backwards in the reproduction in the pro
het

j

im

ww

nn

hofmann
document
figure 9

yw
aw

1844 placard

the prophet

stick of joseph

21

dec

1844

comparison of symbols
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it is not clear whether this fragmentation process is a case of poor
copying or whether it was so meones attempt to study the individual
components of the marks regardless there is a unity to them that
was not known until the new discovery in summary when compared
with the other available versions the hofmann document is its own
it also becomes its own best
proof that it was diligently copied
witness that it is the manuscript described by professor anthon and
joseph smith it should be much
consequently the original made by byjoseph
more useful in solving the mysteries of translation
the new manuscript also appears to be a source for the other
copies with two exceptions the same symbols appear line for line in
both the hofmann and whitmer manuscripts at the top left of the
hofmann document and on down the column are the same characters
that appear on the top row from left to right of the whitmer text
this pattern holds for the first four columns and rows of the two
documents
scholars have observed that the last three lines of the whitmer
manuscript are much smaller than the first four lines some thought
this was simply a matter of available space however the change in
size is more likely due to the fact these figures are copies of those in
the fifth column of the new document which are proportionately
smaller than most of the other characters on it see figure 10.
10
io the
two texts match up in the following order for the fifth column
1 the material in the vertical rectangle matches all but the last two
characters of the fifth line of the whitmer text 2 those in the comments of the inner circle beginning at the top and reading from
partments
part
left to right are identical with the last portion of line five all of line
six and about one sixth of line seven of the whitmer text
3 the
figures from between the circles beginning with the first one to the
right of the fourth bottom compartment and proceeding clockwise
coincide with nearly half of line seven of the whitmer text 4 the
characters in the horizontal rectangle are the same as the remainder of
line seven 22 note that the large figures between the vertical rectangle and the circle were not included in the list because they are not
on the whitmer text however they are in line three of both 1844
published versions
other details of the hofmann document that are missing are the
last two and one half characters on the bottom of column one 23
L shaped configuration on
these figures are found in the unique U

rhe
documents

22the
the author is indebted to mark W hofmann for sharing the results of his research comparing the

hofmann visited the RIDS library archives and was permitted to examine the whitmer
text he concluded that the characters had not faded or been broken off but simply were never there
231n
in july

1980
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example

nlfnsw

w
iki
lsi
isi
y

S

i

whitmer

gmo
mow
fow amo

for the

whereas
characters

W

V

down

corresponding

aam
and
aad

cl

up

rx
arx

1909

reads
manuscripts

r

29

I1

s

indicate

1

sj

1

document

wort
text
worl

whitmer

september

whitmer
hofmann

mcm
mcd
and

gme
gmo
the

the
on

iowa

lomg
text

letters
hofmann

ammo
amme
same

6a
aa
z

lamoni

gme
gmo
the

41

whitmer

gmo
aae
the
amo
the

on

mam
mad
and

on

1I

41j
document

enco
line

or

characters

bto

HERALD

ID

sa
s3

of

J

hofmann

from

amo
ame
the

cna
lna

on

SAINTS

a

comparison

letters

as
omao
same
omae

aae
the
lao

is

to

y
supplement

d

1

av
4v 74

10

w

document
superimposed

figure

sma
TIJ
asl

JA
amo
ame
the

1I

e

hofmann

of
biffl
iffl
each whe
who
the

on
between

1
gow
row
lok

or
characters

bto
a

the
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aw
1w

121

lj

1

hofmann
document

A

L

1844 placard

stick ofjoseph

the prophet
figure

11

21

dec

1844

both published versions at the end of line one see figure 11 finally it is evident that the characters of the printed versions generally
resemble the whitmer text more closely than they do the new
manuscript except for a few details on specific symbols and the
nonrepeater
nonrepeated
non repeated elements mentioned earlier in summary this evidence
points to the conclusion that the hofmann document was the
ancestor of both the whitmer text and the published renditions the
unique features in the printed texts which are not found in the
whitmer text can be explained only by the hofmann document
THE LANGUAGE OF THE

characters

the language in which the characters are written has long been of

interest to students of the history of the book of mormon joseph
smith was inclined to allow the book to speak for itself on the matter
we have written this record according to our
moroni said
knowledge in the characters which are called among us the reformed
egyptian being handed down and altered by us according to our
manner of speech
he said that hebrew was not used because the
plates were too small and he made it clear that none other people
knoweth our language therefore he god hath prepared means for
mormon 932 34.
34
54
the interpretation thereof
this theme was
often repeated in a note accompanying his publication of the title
page of the book of mormon in june 1829 E B grandin said the
book was written in ancient characters impossible to be interpreted
by any to whom the special gift has not been imparted by
inspiration 24 this message was implicit in d&c
dac 9 and explains why
oliver cowdery failed in his efforts to translate in 1835 oliver wrote
that the language cannot be interpreted by the learning of this
generation 25 in 1843 joseph smith explained to james arlington
wayne sentinel june 1829 quoted in robert hullinger mormon answer to skepticism
joseph smith wrote the book ofmormon
of mormon st louis clayton publishing house 1979 p 87
25 messenger and advocate 2 october 1835
1835 198

why
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bennet that he translated the book of mormon from hieroglyphics
the knowledge of which was lost to the world 26
nevertheless scholars students of the book of mormon and
naysayers
nay sayers alike have theorized about the origin of the characters martin harris asserted that professor anthon told him they were egypAssyriac and arabic 27 anthon on the other hand
assyriac
tian chaldaic assyrian
described them in his correspondence as anything but egyptian
hieroglyphics
to him they looked more like greek hebrew and
roman letters 28
since the early days numerous other hypotheses have appeared
in the early 1940s ariel L crowley found 121 parallels between the
characters on the whitmer text and various forms of egyptian
writing but some were not convinced by his work 29 crowley and
others also observed parallels with Meso
american scripts such as
mesoamerican
mayan
one writer even found similarities between phoenician
writings and the characters 30 more recently some mormon scholars
have compared them with a nubian corruption of egyptian called
meroitic 31
in 1910 charles A shook critically described the symbols as
deformed english rather than reformed egyptian and concluded that the book of mormon was a fraud pawned off by joseph
smith his conclusion was based on his claim that he had found in
the whitmer text all the arabic numerals from one to zero as well as
sixteen parallels to the english alphabet he wrote the fact is that
joseph smith in drawing the transcript employed different kinds
and styles of english letters changing a few of them to make the imposture less observable 32
contemporary critics have abandoned linguistics for the occult
joseph smith and of magic
dr asael lambert a longtime student ofofjoseph
believes that certain books of magic and astrology were the inspiration for the transcript 33 lutheran minister robert hullinger argues
that there are parallels between the characters and a secret
alphabetical code of the masons the reverend hullinger would
have us believe that joseph smiths connection with such writing
joseph smith to the letpames
joseph smith to tojames
james
fames arlington bennet 13 november 1843 cited in reply of ofjoseph
bedlock & T ward 1844 p 12
ter ofj
of A B odan
ofa
ofa n house new york R hedlock
HC 120
27hc
see hns 18 and 19
asce
sec
2sce
29 29crowley
ap 16 26 originally published as a three part series in the im
crowley about the book ofmormon
of mormon pp
ena
era from january through march 1942
45 14 15 58 59 76 80 124 25 150 51 182 83
provementera
pro
194245
vement
provement
sement erw
aj
mormon characters improvement era 27 december 1923 146 48 sjodahl
3jJ M sjodahl book of ofmormon
Plongeon who believed the characters bore resemblance to phoenician
plongeon
quotes dr augustus le plongeron
3daniel
adaniel
daniel ludlow professor at BYU prepared a handout entitled A comparison of the anthon
transcript with a type of reformed egyptian in which this parallel is drawn copy in possession of author
31 shook cumorah revisited pp
39
ap 538
53839
asael
asaei C lambert papers marriott library university of utah salt lake city
26

oft
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came when he supposedly visited the home of george and lucinda
morgan harris in far west missouri in 1828 not only has the
reverend hullinger not demonstrated that the harrises had the book
or that joseph saw it there assuming lucinda morgan harris had a
mason william
antimason
copy because she was the widow of the famous anti
morgan but also he makes a mistake in the date of josephs visit
predating it by a decade joseph smith was not in far west until
1838
1858 there is another problem of dates the book which joseph
smith is supposed to have seen in 1828 and used in obtaining inspiration for the characters was not published until 1829 34
the most recent effort to identify the language of the script has
soon after its
emerged since the discovery of the document
discovery a copy of the hofmann document was sent to barry fell
professor emeritus at harvard university within weeks he reported
that the language is from arabic and that he had found the key to the
decipherment of the text in ancient north african lybian
labian code books
his study and translation are to be published in volume 9 of occasional papers of the epigraphic society arlington mass
to accept all the theories put forth one would be compelled to
believe that the book was derived from the writings of solomon
spaulding ethan smith and a host of other source books similarly
the candidates for the language of these symbols include various
phoenecian books on necromancy
forms of egyptian mayan phoenician
masonic alphabets
deformed english lybian
labian code books and
egyptian texts supposedly available in the manchester new york
library it is unthinkable that the anthon transcript was inspired
by all of these and it is equally unlikely that unanimity will be
reached on any of these theories certainly church critics will continue to try to prove that the characters were derived from some
source other than that which joseph smith said they were and proponents will likewise continue to seek verification of joseph smiths
claim

significance

OF THE DOCUMENT

doubtless the significance of the document will increase with
time
its importance is likely more historical than theological
ans 104 and 105 on p 99 even if
hullinger mormon answer to skepticism pp
ap 91 94 98 99 and fns
the harrises had the book the burden of proof that joseph actually looked at it is on hullinger alfred L
bush curator of collections of western america at princeton university has graciously provided me copies of
ait the most important documents on the subject of
all
ail
david bernards light on masonry A collection of
odall
fyee
sree
speculative pree
etee
utica NY william williams printer 1829 the book in question I1 have
free masonry
examined it and found only superficial parallels in a few instances
14 14hullinger
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however it will provide additional evidence for some theological
historical problems for instance considerable debate has centered
on why martin harris went to new york with these characters in the
first place and exactly what documents he took with him unfortunately
tuna tely martin harriss and professor Ant
hons accounts differ at
anthons
anthens
critical points but the new document substantiates Ant
hons descripanthons
anthens
tion and demands that new consideration be given to his story
the prophecy of isaiah 2911 12 has long been associated with
the visit to charles anthon

and the vision of all is

become unto you as the words of a book that is
sealed which men deliver to one that is learned saying read this 1I
pray thee and he saith 1I cannot for it is sealed and the book is
delivered to him that is not learned saying read this I1 pray thee and
he saith I1 am not learned

scholars have asked the question did joseph smith want martin
harris to go to new york with the express purpose of fulfilling this
prophecy or did he even know of it at the time in the 1838 published version of the story JS 2 which has become part of the official
LDS history joseph does not mention the prophecy specifically but
lan
language
quotes martin who uses the ian
oila ae of isaiah according to martin
olla
atia
professor anthon doubted the existence of divine aid in bringing
forth the gold plates and demanded the return of his certification of
the authenticity of the characters joseph quotes martins description
of what followed
accordingly took it out of my pocket and gave it to him when he took
it and tore it to pieces saying that there was no such thing now as
ministering of angels and that if I1 would bring the plates to him he
would translate them 1I informed him that part of the plates were
sealed and that 1I was forbidden to bring them he replied 1 I cannot
read a sealed book 35
1I

at

this point there is some confusion because oliver cowdery
lucy smith and edward stevenson all state that joseph sent martin
harris to the east to fulfill the prophecy oliver even said that moroni
so directed the prophet 36 but in an 1832 account joseph smith says
that martin harris received a revelation in which he learned that he
must make the trip to fulfill the prophecy 37 regardless of who
HC 120
36for
see oliver cowdery messenger and advocate 1
for cowdery smith and stevenson respectively sec
mother lucy mack
maci smith salt lake city
february 1835 80 lucy M smith history ofjoseph
of joseph smith by his motherlucy
stevens & wallis 1945 p 119 edward stevenson reminiscences of the prophet joseph smith and the
boog ofmormon
rhe
the book
coming forth odthe
booi
ap 28 29 as cited in
of rge
of mormon salt lake city published by author 1893 pp
ofthe
IDS history from original
william E derrett
ots
berrett and alma P burton readings in LDS
Otiginal manuscripts 3 vols salt
lake city deseret book 1953 143
37 37cheesman
cheesman accounts relating to joseph smiths early visions appendix D p 131
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originated the mission the question remains why was it necessary
opponents of joseph smith claim that it was just a scheme to satisfy
martins doubts so that he would finance the publication of the book
of mormon 38 others say the mission was to give the learned a
chance to translate it and if they failed the world would be left
without excuse for not accepting the divine inspiration of the book
once the untutored farm boy had translated and published
editit 39 the
publish
hofmann document does not resolve these questions but the note on
the reverse side if it were written shortly after the trip as it seems to
have been 40 would be the earliest connection between the trip and
the prophecy
for now it may simply be enough to suggest that the importance
of the document lies in the fact that it is the earliest known mormon
document and also the earliest known joseph smith holograph 41
caution must be taken in assessing what it does and does not say
about the book of mormon but it is one more piece of the puzzle a
piece that suggests that joseph smith did what he said he did copy
some characters and give them to martin harris to take to new york
while the new discovery does answer some important questions
like most other discoveries of this nature it also raises a plethora of
new questions that demand answers why were the characters between the vertical rectangle and the circle left off the whitmer
transcript but included in the published versions why was the format changed from a vertical one to a horizontal one in subsequent
copies
why were the groupings of characters the details of the
characters and the rectangles and circles ignored in the copies why
was the whitmer transcript produced was it a copy for a printer or
does it represent the copy made by mr dikes a suitor of miss lucy
harris to assuage her mothers opposition to their marriage as told by
42 or is it a second generation copy
smith42
lucy Smith
this discovery also
raises the question about the existence of a second document the
supposed translation of these characters which martin harris said he
took with him to new york moreover it would be nice to know the
wesley P walters asserts thatjoseph
that joseph smith added the same prophecy of isaiah to the book of
mormon so that it would appear to refer to joseph as the translator of the record wesley P walters
ap 32 34
whatever happened to the book of mormon eternity may 19801
1980 pp
39this
this was oliver cowdery s view he said tor
for
lor thus has god determined to leave men without excuse
and advocate I1 february
and show to the meek that his arm is not shortened that it cannot save messenger andadvocate
3sreverend
reverend

80

1835

41mat
40that the note was written shortly after martin harris returned is dean
deanjessees
jessees
jesses
Jessees opinion based on the
signature
characters on the front of the document andjosephs
similarity of ink in the note to that of ofcharacters
and josephs style of ofsignature

and script
on the authority ofdeanjessee
that joseph smith wrote the
ofdcanjessee he also feels that all indications are thatjoseph
Caractors at the top of the whitmer text and that this manuscript is in the prophets hand however it
word caractors
is very difficult to be positive of a sample of handwriting when it contains only one word
ducy
joseph smith p 120
lucy M smith history of ofjoseph
41again
again
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provenance of the 1668 bible and the document beyond salt lake city and carthage illinois where did the characters come from the
big question of course which is beyond the historians pale is what
cormons and non mormons
cormons
do the characters represent and mean mormons
alike will continue to search for the answers and to learn more in the
years ahead of the significance of this amazing discovery
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